
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY 

 

Khushwant Singh, one of the best -known Indian authors of all times. Firstly, he was not only the 

novelist but lawyer, journalist and the politicians. The knowledge he has gain through and his 

experience of work and partition are the part of his books. The way he writes makes us laugh and 

also shows us bleak reality. Some of his writings on politicians will show us, how shrewd they 

were.    There are too many things, his wild imagination and his relationship with everyone those 

who visited his place every evening for the scotch. He was extremely well read especially in 

Urdu poetry. His translations justify his popularity. He was also somebody who was open to a lot 

of light talk with woman and his durbar was in the evening before dinner where his guests would 

share all there Anees/ Khabar with him was talk of the town. Also Khushwant Singh had no fear 

in using names of people mostly celebrities mostly journalists and politicians which makes him a 

must read. Khushwant Singh is one of the most celebrated authors of subcontinent.  His 

sensitive, courageous and frank writing has touched so many hearts; yet he himself was an 

amazing personality. People who met with him ever, remembered her forever. Talking about 

Bapsi Sidhwa who is undoubtedly a great novelist of the present time. Her all novels are full of 

inspirations. They render true service in exposing the veneer of society. They expose the very 

male - dominated  society  in  which  woman  has  no  role  or  very  less  role  to  play.  Middle  

class Indian  women   have  been  relegated  to  the  back  front --- be  it  economic,  social,  

political, cultural or aesthetic, their contribution has never been recognized. Bapsi Sidhwa’s 

novels come as  a  powerful  blow  to  the  educated  people  and  in-form  the  readers  about  the  

real  position  of women.  

 


